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of TUTTOFOOD 2019
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Results 2019:
over 82000 professionals
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The Profile
of TUTTOFOOD 2019 visitors
Who they are
Importers and wholesalers
Buyers of national and
international large-scale
distributors and mass
retailing
Representatives of
the Ho.Re.Ca sector
and travel catering
buyers

Managers of
restaurants, bars,
hotels and canteens
Producers of raw
materials
Providers of services
National and
international chefs

Gourmet
Enogastronomic
opinion leaders
E-commerce and
new technology
specialists

Hosted buyer: the
incoming project
over

1.500
buyers of which 89%
new from 103 Countries

A thorough selection is carried out by a network
of dedicated consultants present throughout
the world with the support of ITA-Italian Trade
Agency which analyses and selects high-profile
buyers in the following categories:

Distributors, importers
and wholesalers

Restaurant and Hotels
Catering services

Retailers and large-scale
retailers

Deli stores

TUTTOFOOD
2021

Add value to your business.
TUTTOFOOD and HOSTMilano together in 2021
The entire FOOD and HOSPITALITY industry
in Milan from 22 to 26 October 2021.
For the first time, TUTTOFOOD and HOSTMilano are held together for a unique
special edition, which confirms Milan as an international hub of interchange and
facilitator of meetings and business opportunities between supply chains.
TUTTOFOOD, the reference point for the world's agri-food system.
HostMilano, the world's leading event for technologies and solutions for the
hospitality and out-of-home sectors.

TUTTOFOOD and HOSTMilano
Add value to your business
A single, connected and integrated hub for the whole agri-food sector
and Ho.Re.Ca world

TUTTOFOOD and HOSTMilano
Add value to your business

+

BUSINESS
Get in touch with new customers.
A single international hub to present
your products to new market
segments

+

NETWORKING
Start new valuable relationships
with the HO.RE.CA industry and
develop international
connections with
the entire supply chain

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Distributors, resellers and international
exporters
Restaurants, pizzerias, fast food,
street food
Self-service, company canteens
Bars, cake shops, gelato parlours
Large-scale distribution, shopping malls,
convenience stores
Hotel, hotel chains, cruise companies,
air and rail catering
Retail and minimarket: Delis, butchers,
charcuteries, bakery shops
Over 200.000* professional operators
from 171 Countries
950 buyers from 80 Countries

*data from Host 2019.
Click here to download the HOSTMilano PRESENTATION

TUTTOFOOD and HOSTMilano
Add value to your business

+

SHARING
Meet professionals from the sectors
represented at HOSTMilano to plan
product innovation together.

+

ENGAGEMENT
Participate in the programme
of events of the two trade fairs
to activate new ideas,
knowledge and a broader view
of the world

•
•
•
•

Foodservice Equipment
Bakery-pizza-pasta
Coffee - the - bars
Gelato-pastry

The rich programme of events at
TUTTOFOOD is complemented by the
HOSTMilano programme with over 800
events.
• Techno-cooking and competitions with
high innovative and artistic contents
• Participation of the greatest chefs,
professionals from the world of coffee
and masters of gelato, chocolate and
pastry.

Why use
MY MATCHING
For more business opportunities

13.609
meetings generated in 2019

BEFORE
the event

DURING
the event

AFTER
the event

REGISTER

MEET

DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS

Fill out your profile in
My Matching

Contact and meet
buyers and exhibitors
during the event

Evaluate arranged meetings
and stay in touch with
exhibitors and buyers you
are interested in

RECOMMENDED BUYERS:
Companies also have the chance to specify their most important and/or potential clients and invite them to
visit the event as "hosted buyers" at TUTTOFOOD.
The Buyer Office evaluates applications and contacts selected buyers.

All-round communication
MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER
sent to all DB of the
event
ROADSHOW
To focus our attention
on selected and
important markets
WEBSITE
Renewed and as
user-friendly as ever
TARGETED INITIATIVES
on consolidated markets
and opening to new
businesses: USA, Canada
and Middle East thanks to
dedicated events,
promotion and scouting
on visitors, buyers
and associations

SOCIAL
ADVERTISING
PLANNING AND
SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT
Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Linkedin,
Pinterest, YouTube
to update
the community
DEDICATED APP
An integrated tool to
have everything a click
away, starting from
the agenda with
meetings organised
during
the event

MEDIA
PLANNING
On over 300
newspapers with a
reinforced presence
on international ones
EVENTS AND
SPECIAL
INITIATIVES
A mix of training
appointments and
events on all current
hot topics

GOOGLE AND
RE-TARGETING
CAMPAIGN
A useful tool for
boosting the exhibition
in a targeted and
selective way
PRESS OFFICE
Constant updating
with the market, a
constant eye on trends,
ideas and
all the latest

Events at the exhibition
Innovation area, a showcase where exhibitors can present
their most innovative products, in order to create and
communicate the latest developments in their ever-changing
ranges. New or significantly improved product
implementations will be presented.
Evolution plaza, a place to discuss the latest trends in the food
world: it will host experts in technology, new applications
and latest-generation solutions in the food&beverage field,
discussing and presenting their success stories.
The ideal stage on which to discuss issues relating
to e-commerce, food delivery, apps, technological
innovation and solutions regarding traceability.
Retail plaza, four days of trends, innovation, changes
and best practices outlined by key players in the retail
and mass distribution world. Over time, TUTTOFOOD is
becoming an increasingly authoritative and useful partner
for today’s trade leaders, both national and international,
positioning itself year after year as a dedicated
communications platform for the sharing and promotion
of qualitative debate within the food community.

Events at the exhibition
Showcooking
authoritative professional chefs take turns to tell new secrets through the flavours
of the kitchen. Here exhibitors, together with the chefs, find an occasion to identify
themselves, emerge, share their experience and find new ideas for growth and
comparison. Partner: APCI professional association of italian chefs.
Conference
the main managerial figures reveal the secrets of their success, their business stories
and working methods that have allowed them to achieve their goals and become
reference points in the food&beverage sector.
Tuttowine
there is no such thing as a great meal without a perfect wine!
Tuttofood with the presentation of training sessions relating to the world of wine
and wine-production accompanied by moments of entertainment with the tasting
of products presented.
Partner: unione italiana vini
Entertainment
With the support of key partners, special moments will ensure all target audiences
get involved as they watch and participate in events that will capture all five senses.
The protagonist will be food that will bring together all palates, even the most
difficult ones

Fiera Milano.
Safe. Together
Fiera Milano has adopted a Protocol to contain the diffusion of the new coronavirus for a safe reopening,
in full compliance with the health rules and protocols adopted at national level to ensure that visitors,
exhibitors and organizers can participate in total safety at trade fairs and events taking place in our
exhibition and congress centres.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Entering the exhibition centre
Accesses and ticketing
Information
Cleanliness and hygiene
Managing exhibition areas
Catering in the stand

Www.Fieramilano.It/safetogether/

Fiera Milano
Platform
Fiera Milano Platform is the new set of technologically
advanced solutions that allows Fiera Milano customers to enjoy
a new "phygital" experience, both physical and digital,
that brings together the many players in a well-connected
community. The solutions designed for events
are modular and designed to link organizers, exhibitors
and visitors, thus facilitating communication, expanding
the possibilities for exchange and creating new contact
conditions through dedicated portals, websites,
smart apps, streaming of events and remote matching.

Digital services
of Fiera Milano Platform

FIERA ID
AND DEDICATED PORTALS

EXPO
PLAZA

APP
OF THE EVENT

The portals guide exhibitors and stand
builders towards what they need to manage
their trade fair participation. The portals
provide direct access to digital services via the
trade fair ID. This makes setting up and
managing your stand quick and easy, not least
through the direct compilation of documents
and administration procedures.

Getting to know the exhibitors, the product
showcase. Expo Plaza is the solution that
provides visitors and exhibitors with a digital
presentation and meeting space. Exhibitors
can be contacted via the chat service and can
customize their own page, creating content
to share with visitors (event calendar,
documents, information, videos, streaming,
etc.). Expo Plaza provides a premium
package with expanded services.

The exhibition app is designed to allow
exhibitors and visitors to customize and plan
their own exhibition experience, allowing
them to navigate through the exhibition
centre, consult the events calendar, stay up
to date on all the events and schedule
appointments on-site or remotely.
The app can be integrated with
My Matching (dedicated to buyers).

Digital services
of Fiera Milano Platform

WEBSITE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

STREAMING

The exhibition website is always up-to-date
on industry trends and provides access to all
useful information about the exhibition.
It is a showcase for exhibitors and events
organized in the halls, as well as a place
where you can purchase the tickets
for the exhibitions.

In addition to traditional signage, Fiera Milano
provides over 70 latest-generation LED walls
that project multimedia content: an advanced
digital signage system that guides visitors
along Corso Italia and Ponte dei Mari. It is
possible to customise the signage, thus
allowing Exhibitors to highlight their position
within the fair and advertise their brand to
visitors in the best possible way.

An audiovisual direction that allows the
organization and broadcasting of live events
on company websites, dedicated web pages,
Youtube channels, Twitch, Facebook.
Whether it is a conference, a product
presentation or a fully digital webinar, Fiera
Milano together with its partners, follows the
customer from the project to the broadcasting,
offering locations and technologies.

For information
info@tuttofood.it
www.tuttofood.it

